Important Circular

A/III/20/Code Head

Date:- 15/10/2018

To

Pay Section, TA Section (Main Office)
All AAOs (Pay) WC Chandigarh

Sub:- Allotment of funds for Medical Treatment (Reimbursement of Central Govt civilian employes).

It has been intimated by Hqrs office vide their letter No.A/B/II/11244/Mont-XXXII Dated-23/12/2013 that expenditure related to Medical treatment and LTC claims are part of pay and Allowances heads which is Centrally Controlled head and the allotment is watched by Service Headquarters. Hence, direction issued by Hqrs office in ibid letters may be implemented in letter and spirit.

In this regard, it has been clarified by DGQA office vide their letter No.92096/Med/DGQA/ADM/RMD/Budget/2018-19 that Medical Treatment (Code Head 381/06) pertaining to DGQA is a part of Major Head 2076, Sub Head 109-B Pay & Allowance which is a Centrally Controlled Head. Hence no unit wise Sub Allocation letters are issued under this head.

In view of the above, necessary instruction/direction may therefore kindly be issued to all concerned for taking necessary action in this regard as the employees are facing severe hardship due to non passing of medical claims.

ACDA (A/Cs)
(Account Section)

Copy to:

1. IT&S Section (Local): with a request to upload on the website.

ACDA (A/Cs)
(Account Section)